Inter-examiner agreement in clinical evaluation.
The reliability of assessment is an important issue in the evaluation of competence in medical and allied health practice, particularly when assessments are conducted by multiple examiners. The purpose of this study was to examine the agreement between multiple examiners in the assessment of a postgraduate physiotherapy student using a specifically designed performance evaluation system. Seven examiners simultaneously watched a recording of a postgraduate student's examination and treatment of one patient. The Postgraduate Physiotherapy Performance Assessment (PPPA) form was used to guide the assessment of performance in key areas of patient examination and management. Each examiner independently recorded a grade for each of five performance categories, and these scores were used to guide the global performance grade and mark. Five examiners agreed on the global performance grade and four of the performance categories. The level of pass grade awarded was more variable, with scores in the performance categories spanning two grades, and in one case, three grades. The two examiners who were not in agreement with the majority consistently awarded higher grades across most performance categories. This preliminary study has demonstrated majority agreement in global performance between multiple examiners when physiotherapy clinical practice is assessed against specific performance standards. Not all examiners awarded global grades consistent with the majority, and there was greater variability between examiners when grading performance in specific aspects of practice. These findings highlight the importance of examiner training and review sessions to improve inter-examiner agreement in assessments of clinical performance that require multiple examiners.